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WORK EXPERIENCE

Estée Lauder - Full stack Sr. Developer
2013 - Present

As Fullstack developer working with project team directly my tasks are:

Development of database structure (procedures, views or functions),
microservices to integrate data from legacy systems, creating REST APIs in
.NET Core or NodeJs, creating Desktop solutions and applications to integrate
data in C#.
Other attributions:

Deploy code to production, create technical and functional documentation,
working with support team training and doing handovers from developed
projects and if needed training end-users to work with the new feature.
Developing automation processes for SQL SERVER Database and Quality
assurance for other projects.
Maintain AZURE cloud environment and Jenkins pipeline structure.
Had opportunity to work at:

Working at modernization structure from monolith to microservices
environment;
As architect on a data warehouse that is being used to allow integration
processes between different ERPs (LINX POS, SAP and other legacy systems);
As functional and technical analyst for different projects that are now
deployed in production.

Trade Consulting - Mobile development
2015 - 2015

Creating a solution for field service technicians for MARH do Brasil company
using no-code framework UmovMe.
Developing an automated integration platform from mobile and ERP system
(Protheus Totvs) for Finance and Field service modules, updating service
orders, sending expenses and signatures and picture evidence for current
order. Also, a monitoring portal was developed to keep in track the business
and technicians activities.

Teleperformance Brazil - Marketing researcher analyst
2011 - 2011

Developing reports of quality assurance, making presentations of user
experience with online purchases, benchmark (phone calls or field research)
between Teleperformance customers and other brands.

SKILLS

 Languages I have experience with:
 C#, PHP, T-SQL (SQL SERVER),
Javascript.
 
 Technologies that already worked
with:
 Python,React JS, Node JS, Next.JS,
WebPack, JWT auth, Chakra Ui,
Jenkins, Azure, RabbitMQ.
 
Databases I’m familiar with: SQL
SERVER, MYSQL, MongoDB, Postgres.

Bonus: HTML, CSS, JWT auth, web
services, Github, NodeJS, Bootstrap,
Power BI.

LANGUAGES
Portuguese (native),
English (fluent),
Spanish (beginner)

EDUCATION

UMC — Bachelor of Computer
Science
2015-2019

Bachelor’s Degree

UMC — Bachelor of Business
Administration
2011-2013

Bachelor’s Degree
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